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9:30 to 10:15 AM—Ft. Laurens Battlefield Marker Dedication
10:45 to 12:00 Noon—Ft. Laurens Memorial Service
12:30 to 1:15 PM—Reception under the tent (cash bar)
1:15 to 2:15 PM—Buffet Lunch (catered under the tent)
2:15 to Closing—Awards Ceremony & Swearing in of New
Officers

6:30 to 9:00 PM—Dinner & Board of Management Meeting,

Saturday— 25 July

Friday— 24 July

Preliminary Schedule of Activities

Jeff Hartman

Editor Jeff Hartman
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In Patriotism
Lee Wilkerson

President - Cincinnati Chapter SAR
leewilkerson503@gmail.com 

Lee Wilkerson - President
Cincinnati Chapter SAR
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President's Message
Our Constitution & Our Perspective

or
Yesterday's News -- Today's History

From time to time, on the news and in social media, we see many of our fellow citizens
exercising their first amendment right to free speech—either in favor of or critical of
the actions of our elected government.   Speaking out is our privilege, our right and
duty under the U.S. Constitution.   During periods of crisis, one of the questions that
many struggle to understand is the constitutionality of certain executive actions taken
on behalf of the country’s well-being.  So we ask, “Is there a precedent for the kind of
executive action we have seen recently in the COVID-19 Pandemic?”
 

The writer finds the answer to this question truly lies in the events of our National
Story.  With only a quick glance back into our history, we discover a number of times
in the past when the Executive Branch was called upon to make executive decisions for
the nation as an emerging situation may have been so extreme that time simply was not  
available for Congressional Debate.  Several examples come readily to mind:
 

John Adams—helped pass the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798. The four laws
“restricted the activities of foreign residents in the country and limited freedom of
speech and of the press.” The laws made it illegal for publications to publish “false,
scandalous, and malicious writing against Congress or the President.”
Abraham Lincoln—during the Civil War—suspended the right of Habeas Corpus allowing “the indefinite
detention of ‘disloyal persons’ without trial.” Habeas Corpus gives prisoners access to courts as a government
mandate. Lincoln ignored a Supreme Court justice’s decision to overturn his order.
 

Woodrow Wilson—during World War I—the Espionage Act passed, followed shortly by the Sedition Act.  No one
could say anything “insulting or abusing the U.S. government, the flag, the Constitution or the
military.” A person found in guilty of violating this rule could (and some did) receive a hefty fine and 20 years in
prison.
 

Franklin Roosevelt—after the bombing of Pearl Harbor—President Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9066,
removing Americans (citizens) of Japanese heritage from their homes and taking them to internment camps.
 

During his presidency, FDR proposed legislation authorizing the secretary of agriculture to implement a “program
so rigid that it regulated how much wheat a homeowner could grow for his own family’s consumption.”
 

As you may recall, our “Original Constitution”—“The Articles of Confederation,”—was found to be without teeth
in its ability to define the executive powers of government.  The Articles of Confederation placed decisiveness in
the hands of the Congress.  The President or Chief Executive was for all intents and purposes non-existent, more of
a figure head!  
 

In 1789 a Constitutional Convention defined the three key roles of government, placing Executive Power in the
hands of the Office of the President while placing the task of Writing Legislation within the Congress—a bicameral
organization consisting of the Senate & the House of Representatives.  This organizational structure and it's
processes purposely allowed for the time required to debate and pass reasonable law without creating a bottleneck
to executive decisiveness.
 

Many would believe or agree that a life threatening pandemic of the magnitude of the Black Plague, Spanish Flu,
COVID-19 or an attack like 9-11, Pearl Harbor, etc. requires decisiveness, not lengthy debate on the floor of
Congress!
 

It is important to recognize that actions such as those above were not permanent alterations to the Constitutional
Rule of Law! Individual perspective is an important element of our analysis of a situation.  We all should know
from experience that our perspective changes with distance and/or the passage of time bringing the character of a
crisis into the bright light of 20/20 hindsight.

But Then You Guys Knew All Of This—Its Our American History! 
YOU JUST FORGOT!

 



From the Quill of
Dr. R. Edgar Bonniwell

Chaplain Cincinnati Chapter & Ohio Society SAR
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Chaplain’s Corner

ENCOURAGEMENT THROUGH
THE SCRIPTURES

It is an uncertain time, but real help is to be found in the Bible.   St. Paul has told us ...
“Whatever was written in former days was written for our instruction that ... ‘through the
encouragement of the scriptures’, we might have hope.”  (Romans 15:4)
      

First...
consider Psalm 40:17, “As for me, I am poor and needy, but the Lord takes thought for me.” 
Here’s a promise we can sink our teeth into.   In the midst of this life-threatening Covid19
virus, you can rest in the assurance that in such times the Lord takes thought for you.  
      

Secondly...
God informed Jeremiah that he was the object of a conspiracy and he began to fold
emotionally; thus, the Lord brought His prophet up short:   'If you have raced with men on
foot and they have worn you out, how can you compete with horses?  If you stumble in safe
country, how will you manage in the thickets by the Jordan?”  (Jeremiah 12:5 NIV) 
      

Jeremiah was going to have to get tougher; indeed, as Paul says in the New Testament, he was
to “Endure hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.”  Let’s remember that with our God we
can ... “Advance against a troop and scale any wall.”   (Psalm 18:29) His strength is always
perfected in our weakness.
 

Now to The Main Point... ...
Habakkuk, a younger contemporary of Jeremiah asked why the Lord would punish Judah with
a nation more wicked than they were, namely the Babylonians?   Habakkuk was concerned
about the righteous remnant i.e. the church in the nation, to use New Testament language. 
God’s answer, “The righteous will live by faith”. (Habakkuk 2:4)   In other words, ‘trust me
through it’.  Thus, the prophet climbed up in his watchtower and purposed to do just that.
 

This is a Word to Us!
The circumstance is different, but the extremity is the same.   We trust the Lord, just like
Habakkuk, as we live through these uncertain times.  
Say it out loud; ‘Lord I trust you!’   God will delight to hear your voice, and He will honor
your trust.  

      Here ends the Lesson!



The COVID-19 pandemic caused us to cancel the Youth Awards Banquet
and all school and adult education activities for the month of April. 
Certificates and awards were sent to the winners for Posters, Brochures,
Eagle Scout, Essay and History Teacher.   They were then forwarded to
OHSSAR for consideration at the State and possibly National levels.  Until
the COVID-19 appeared the team was on track to meet the stretch goal of 15
school or senior center Revolutionary War presentations for 2019-2020.
 

As it is, we were present for 10 school presentations and 1 senior center
presentation.   The chairman wishes to thank the committee members for
their dedication and enthusiasm in this critical SAR endeavor.   Any
Compatriot wishing to become a presenter need only ask!   We will be
gearing up for the 2020-2021 season over the summer months.   Please
consider joining this team of excellent teachers and patriots to further the
education of our youth, and senior citizens, in the American Revolution!
 

We are following up with the Ohio State Board of Education after having
met with them in March in an effort to gain an endorsement of the Youth
Education Program.  We are anticipating a meeting with Governor De Wine
to that end once the restrictions are lifted.   We are also reviewing the
FLSSAR program that has been endorsed by that state’s education
department for information that could be incorporated into the CCSAR
program.
 

SAR 250th Anniversary
Three Compatriots have met the requirements for the Bronze 250th medal
and one Compatriot has met the requirements for the Silver 250th medal. 
The awards have been approved at the appropriate level and will be
presented at the earliest opportunity.   Until that time the names of the
Compatriots will not be revealed.   The committee chairman is keeping an
application form for each Compatriot that has attended a qualifying event
and will submit the application when award level points are attained.   As
more Compatriots attend events, they, too, will have an application form
kept up to date.
Twenty-five points are required for Bronze, sixty for Silver and 150 for
Gold.   Points are awarded for the degree of participation at each event,
ranging from 20 for a key organizer to 3 for attending in civilian attire.
 
The committee has been authorized to purchase a SAR 250th flag, pole,
finial and stand.  At this time, the flags have been authorized by NSSAR but
are not yet available at the store.   Once we have the flag and carry it in
parades, etc., the event qualifies for 250th recognition.   Likewise, affixing
the 250th logo to stationary promoting an event will qualify the event for the
250th.

Youth & Adult Education
Committee 

Youth
Education
Committee

 

Ed Bonniwell
Lee Wilkerson

Jack Bredenfoerder
Mike Gunn

Dan Schmitz
Gregg Ballman

Bob Bowers
Jeff Hartman
Mark Holland

Zac Haines
Gary Duffield

Gordon Stokely
Scott Freeman
Chuck Rogers
Sam Malicote
Jeff Sevierody

Bob Bowers, Chairman
Youth & Adult Education

Committee 
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Unless restrictions are lifted, our Flag Day Luncheon is in jeopardy as is our June Board of
Management Meeting.
 

All of our new compatriots who have not been inducted into the chapter, are being updated on our
future chapter plans.
 

CAR /SAR Liaison
 

I have been in contact with both the Fort Washington and Fort Hamilton CAR Chapters. All their
activities have been canceled. They are awaiting word on how their National Conference is going to
be handled. Both Chapters need to elect officers for next year. The Fort Washington CAR Chapter is
trying to schedule a zoom planning meeting soon. Traditionally the CAR Chapters are
inactive in the summer months.
 

I have had a few contacts with DAR members and they too have canceled all their activities. They are
waiting to see how things might look like in May. They are hoping to reschedule some events later in
the year.

Our Board of Management Meeting, Tri-State Honor Flight, and the Blue
Ash Memorial Day Parade all have been canceled. 
The 131th Ohio Society Spring Meeting has been canceled. They will hold
a modified annual member meeting with the election of officers by
webinar sometime in May.
The Field of Memories event at Arlington Memorial Gardens has been
rescheduled for August 7, 2020.
The Battle/Spirit of Vincennes Rendezvous has been rescheduled for
August 22-23, 2020.
The Battle of Monmouth Battlefield event has not been canceled yet, but
all their park events have been cancelled through April 2020.

Chapter Programs
 

As we strive to get our lives back to normal, we continue to negotiate
roadblocks.  
 

As in April, most or all events in May will or have been postponed or
canceled. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

DAR/CAR Liaison Communique
and

Second Vice President's
Program Update 

George Stewart,
2nd Vice President

Programs & History Teacher
Contest Committee Chairman

Cincinnati Chapter SAR
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Apply for a memorial membership for your father(s) and or your
grandfather(s).  See our Registrar, Franz Ott for guidance on the
memorial membership.
Once the Memorial Membership is approved by NSSAR then apply
for Membership of your WWI or WWII Veteran's Corp membership
by forwarding a copy of their discharge documents as proof of their
service in their respective campaigns. 

Compatriots...
 

The SAR Veteran's Corps recently announced that World One and
World War Two veterans listed as descendants of your Patriot ancestors
as defined in your respective Record Copies are eligible for inclusion in
the Veteran's Corp.
 

The process is simple!
 

1.

2.

 

The Cincinnati Chapter Veteran's Committee recently added a roster of
currently known Chapter Veterans to the https://cincinnatisar.org/
website.  Just look under the CCSAR pull-down menu.  Both Memorial
and Regular Member names will added to the list as they become
known.

Veteran's
SitRep
w/ Cpl Holland

Chairman Veteran's Committee



JROTC/ROTC
RECOGNITION

PROGRAM
The ROTC / JROTC Committee has continued to refine the interface of SAR
Chapters with ROTC and JROTC Units.   Outreach especially with Chapters
with multiple JROTC units continues to improve. 14 Chapters have 60 JROTC
Units active in their geographic area.   Most Chapters have a compatriot that
has been designated Chapter Chairman of the effort.  
Sadly, with the Coronavirus Pandemic and subsequent cancellation of school
activities, we have received only one complete application at this time. 

Gary Duffield,
Chairman

JROTC/ROTC
Committee

Cincinnati Chapter
SAR

The 2020 Cincinnati Chapter
&

Ohio Society
Enhanced JROTC Cadet of the

Year is:
Cadet Michael

Middleton
NJROTC

Hamilton High School,
Hamilton, Ohio
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The Mystery of the Chapter’s Unknown
Flag Collection. 

While going through some old chapter documents, I came across a
receipt that got my attention. We all know of our Chapter’s Howard
Miller’s Flag Collection. This receipt suggest that the chapter had a
collection of flags in 1944.
 

- This Investigation Ongoing -
 

March 7, 1944 Received of Warren M. Tayor, Treasurer of the
Cincinnati Chapter Sons of the American Revolution: six series F
Defense Bonds in the face amount of $100.00 each, or a total of
$600.00, and on Certificate of Indebtedness of the National Society of
$100.00. Also an insurance policy on the flags of the Society stored at
the University Club, expiring November 19, 1944.                            

    Franklin J. Roeller

Cincinnati Chapter
History

Gary Duffield, Historian,
Cincinnati Chapter SAR
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Revolutionary War Sites
&

Patriot Graves 

Dr. Michael B. Gunn,
Chairman - Revolutionary War

Sites & Patriot Graves
Committee

Cincinnati Chapter SAR

Complete a shortened dedication at Middletown Pioneer Cemetery, Butler Co.
Initiate a special Grave-marking in Sycamore Township, Hamilton Co., OH.
Place a marker at Patriot Joseph Catterline’s grave site in Miami Chapel
Cemetery at 6210 River Road, Liberty Township, Butler County.
Create a Revolutionary War Memorial for the Patriots in Hopewell Cemetery,
Montgomery, OH.
Place a marker at Patriot William Mounts gravesite in Warren County, OH.

 

We connected with Debra Morrison who’s liaison with the Cemetery. She also
helped us include Colonel Jonathan Bayard Smith DAR Chapter; and the
Middletown Historical Society in the event planning. Compatriots Gregg
Ballman, Larry Collins and Bob Sturm helped install the granite SAR markers.
Compatriot Todd Halcomb began contacting the 17 descendants we’ve identified
of our 3 Patriots, inviting their participation. Patriot George Stewart arranged for
CAR and additional DAR attendance and participation. Governmental dignitaries
from Middletown, the local Township and Ohio State Senator all agreed to be
present at 2 PM.       Our Nolan Carson Memorial Color Guard Commander
Bradley Jarard had his unit practiced and ready to add color, historical facts and
Circumstance. Cincinnati Chapter President Turner Lee Wilkerson is prepared to
serve as Emcee and Chaplain Ed Boniwell is ready to pray. OHSSAR President
Steve Hinson inked the event on his personal calendar and members of the OH
Color guard planned to join us. We were Ready!
 

Can you spell Pandemic?
Now we await for the Governor to let us know

when may act.
 

Our future plans include:
 

 

Since the identification and properly honoring those who risked and/or fought
and/or died to provide us with the liberties and freedom we enjoy today is the
main tenant of the Sons of the American Revolution, we will continue the search
to locate and secure the means to bring honor to our Patriot ancestors. We give
thanks to all of those who help us achieve this lofty goal.

Revolutionary
War Sites

and
Patriot Grave

Committee
 

Larry Collins
Gregg Ballman
Robert Sturm
Todd Halcomb
Michael Gunn

REV JAMES GRIMES (1760 – 1846) served with Virginia as a Private, taken
prisoner in Charleston, SC.  P-170930.
  DAVID HEATON (1742-1839) served as a Private with New Jersey in the
“batteries of the Jersies”. P-178990.
JOSEPH LUMMIS (1760-1836) served as a drummer with New Jersey. P-239662.

About this time last year the Revolutionary War Sites and Patriot Graves Committee
members started action in preparation for our signature annual event for Patriots Day
April 19, 2020.ed Although other efforts were also underway targeting other
gravesites where our Patriot Ancestors were buried in the
southwest corner of Ohio, it was the Pioneer Cemetery in Middletown, OH that would
have had the second ceremony to include a Living History Preface to the solemn
Pomp and Circumstance of our Patriot Grave Ceremony. 
So, in May, 2019 we began by vetting the three patriots:
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Revolutionary War Sites
&

Patriot Graves
 

and now... 
the rest of the story

pg 2
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Commander Brad Jarard
Nolan Carson Memorial

Color Guard
Cincinnati Chapter SAR

May 17th
June 14th  .  

Unit Updates
Practices
Unit members…we’ll try to get back to our normal
schedule of one practice a month.  Lets try 2 PM at the
MVCA school in Newtown on:

I’m assuming we’re still planning on Patriot’s Day events
which will be later in the year…so we’ll need the practice.
 

Parades
Parade season is coming up…or not…we’re
tentatively set to do the Madeira Parade  and either
the Montgomery OR Loveland parades.  Currently,
all parades are indicating they are tentative at this
point, based-on crowd gathering restrictions. Stay
tuned.
 

Commander’s Tips
I've mentioned this before…but why not a second
time... ?
 

As the summer rolls around and we eventually get
back outside it is going to get hot.  I encourage all
unit members to obtain as a secondary(or primary)
linen frock for outerwear.  They are cool, light-
weight and historically correct for either milita or
continental uniforms.  However, unless you already
have bought one, don’t get the heavy cotton canvas
ones available on commercial sites.  Linen frocks are
held in place with one button at the top, no belt,
unless you are a rifleman with a bullet pouch/hand
axe (however, the only surviving drawing of a
“Virginia Rifleman” show no belt).
Best bet are tailors listed below that can be contacted
via their Facebook sites.

Nolan Carson
memorial

Color Guard
Committee

 

Brad Jarard
Ed Bonniwell
Mike Gunn
Bob Bowers

Gary Duffield
Mike Blum

Lee Wilkerson
Dan Schmitz

Chuck Rodgers
Clay Crandall
Doug Blake

George Stewart
Gerry Knight
Greg Ballman

Jack Bredenfoerder
Jeff Hartman
Mark Holland
Sam Mallicote
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https://www.facebook.com
/theprogressivetailor/posts

/352162212364164?
hc_location=ufit

Facebook.com/madebya
ndrewkirk



The Cincinnati Chapter SAR strives to make every event self-sustaining!  However, carrying out the History,
Education and Patriotic Objectives that are set before us occasionally need additional resources to be most successful! 

 Your participation, by way of monetary gifts and donations are most welcome and tax exempt.  Gifts shall be
graciously received and should be made payable to:  Treasurer Cincinnati Chapter SAR

and addressed to:  Compatriot Michael J. Blum, 2999 Acer Court, Hamilton, Ohio  45013

 

The series of essays that comprise The Feder-
alist constitutes one of the key texts of the American
Revolution and the democratic system created in the
wake of independence. Written in 1787 and 1788 by
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay
to promote the ratification of the proposed Con-
stitution, these papers stand as perhaps the most
eloquent testimonial to democracy that exists. They
describe the ideas behind the American system of
government: the separation of powers; the
organization of Congress; the respective positions of
the executive, legislative, and judiciary; and much
more.  The Federalist  remains essential reading for
anyone interested in politics and government, and
indeed for anyone seeking a foundational statement
about democracy and America.This new edition of
The Federalist is edited by Robert Scigliano, a
professor in the political science department at
Boston College. His substantive Introduction sheds
clarifying new light on the historical context and
meaning of The Federalist. Scigliano also provides a
fresh and definitive analysis of the disputed
authorship of several sections of this crucial work.

The Federalist Papers
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Event Calendar

For more information on these events, please visit:  CincinnatiSAR.org and click the EVENTS tab.

Speakers Wanted!
Seeking your assistance and hopefully possible input for our yearly luncheons.

If you have heard or know of a speaker who you think the membership (and guests) would be
interested in hearing at one of our luncheons next year, please contact George Stewart at

georgehstewartjr@gmail.com
Your serious interest and potential response to this matter will be greatly appreciated!

May is
Partially

Cancelled !
Wednesday, 6 May at 7:00 PM — ZOOM TIME
Board of Management Meeting

Bo
ok
s


